
Chemistry Lecture **5-. Dimensional Analysis

Dimensional Analysis (sometimes called the Factor-Label Method) is

a way to convert one unit o-P measurement into another unit o-P

measurement. For example, let's convert T2- cm into meters. We

know that IOO cm = I m. keep this equality in the back o-P your

mind - we'll use this little -Pact later.

I-P you multiply a measurement by one, you get the same

measurement.

T2- cm x I - same measurement.

I-P you divide T2- cm by T, you still get the same measurement.

T2- cm x I = same measurement

i

I-P, instead o-P multiplying by T you multiply by a -Pr action equal to

you get the same measurement. 3/3 = I, so you're still multiplying

by "I."
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Any fraction where the object on top is the same as the object-

on the bo-H-om will be equal to V Thus, 3/3 = I, R/K. = I, and $/$ = I.

Since IOO cm * l m, the -fraction (l m/lOO cm) = I. I m and IOO cm

are the same thing, so i-f we multiply T2- cm by (l m/lOO cm), we've

multiplied it by V

y-Lcw I ™I x •—~~
I lOOcw

can then cancel the cm on the top and bottom o£ the

•fractions, leaving our answer in meters (m).
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Steps £or converting measurements.

I. Write the equality you need to use.

2-. Write the measurement you want to convert as a -fraction.

3. Write the equality as a -fraction with the units you want to

cancel at the appropriate location (either top or bottom).

4-. Cancel units on the top and bottom Multiply and divide the

numbers.

Convert 2-.5" days to hours. / o — 2- T r|

^

Convert T days to minutes. . 1 M L
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Convert 9O km/h in+o m/min, given thai IOOO m = I km ( ^\-=: (y 0 J* t

A —^7/

h ^0,000

K 0 W r

Convert IZ L/h +o gcil/min, given that I L = O.2-G4-

— =70,^
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